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About This Game
Streamer Simulator is a simulation being streamer.

Change your old life for the better. You can become the world’s greatest streame 5d3b920ae0
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Worst game in the world. Take an idle game, let a fun-vampire suck all the fun out and take away the aspect of being able to put
it down sometimes and you have this. Streamer simulator inaccurately simulates the life of a streamer, when you get 1 view the
guy starts donating money, money isn't gained through views but through donations and subs in this game. Nice-ish looking
room, but two clickable things in the room, no explanations and repetitive gameplay to the max. Seriously this game is more
repetitive then idle games. Looking for a way to waste u20ac5,99? Then this is the game for you! Looking for enjoyment, fun
gameplay or brain-wrecking strategy? You came to the wrong game.. Oh man, the game is beyond broken. It seems like it was
rushed beyond anything, just to get it out quickly and making money. So much stuff is beyond bugged! Want some examples?
Okay. - If you buy any upgrade that improves EXP gain, it breaks the progression system. - You can keep streaming Mineblock
repeadedly, as long as you don't let the progress bar reach 100% It's 100% rushed, and it seems to be pulling down the Simulator
type into the mud.. Bad. Just bad.. This game is so bad it is a wast of money. The game has no good game play aside from
clicking 10 times. don't bother getting this trash of a game, I can't even call this a game, can you. Do you dare wast the money to
buy this, if so go for it and regret it.. Game is unplayable due to the fact that ever resolution is messed up cutting off portions of
the screen. Perhaps it's my 1900x1200 native resolution but I've tried windowed mode with every resolution on the list. When I
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go into most menus I can't even back out. Literally unplayable. I would not recommend this game.. Game is unplayable due to
the fact that ever resolution is messed up cutting off portions of the screen. Perhaps it's my 1900x1200 native resolution but I've
tried windowed mode with every resolution on the list. When I go into most menus I can't even back out. Literally unplayable. I
would not recommend this game.. Oh man, the game is beyond broken. It seems like it was rushed beyond anything, just to get
it out quickly and making money. So much stuff is beyond bugged! Want some examples? Okay. - If you buy any upgrade that
improves EXP gain, it breaks the progression system. - You can keep streaming Mineblock repeadedly, as long as you don't let
the progress bar reach 100% It's 100% rushed, and it seems to be pulling down the Simulator type into the mud.. Great game if
you just want to sit around and relax
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